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John N. Smith's 

Train 
of Dreams 

I never thought I'd hear the punk class· 
ic, Anarchy in the UK, in a National 
Film Board movie. Well, my precon· 

ceptions of a stodgy NFB, more at home 
with the likes of Gordon Lightfoot than 
the Sex Pisto ls, have been roundly dis· 
proved by John N. Smith's exciting new 
feature , Train of Dreams. Don't get me 
wrong, this isn't a documentary on punk 
rock nor is it even a music movie. In fact, 
Smith and his partners call it alternative 
drama - a mysterious phrase that basi· 
cally means the movie uses lots of docu· 
mentary techniques within the 
framework of an almost· totally impro· 
vised dramatic structure. 

Like his last alternative drama, Sitting 
in Limbo, popular music plays an integ· 
ral role in Train of Dreams. While last 
year's Sitting in Limbo used the lilting 
tunes of reggae greats like Jimmy Cliff to 
underscore the ironies of life for teen
agers of Caribbean origin in Montreal, 
Train of Dreams' music has a tougher 
edge to it. 

In one scene, the film 's teenage lead, 
Tony (played by non· actor Jason St. 
Amour), sings a particularly wild and 
disorganized version of Anarchy in the 
UK ("Get pissed, destroy") backed mus· 
ically by some of his fellow inmates at 
the juvenile correctional centre where 
much of the story takes place. This an
them to the joys of random destruction 
captures the inarticulate anger and frust· 
ration that seems to be boiling under 
Tony's skinhead haircut throughout 
most of the movie. 

There's another wonderful scene 
where Tony and one of his roommates at 
the correctional centre start dreaming 
about the wild 'party' times they're 
going to have when they get out. They 
spontaneously break into a manic, air· 
guitar rendition of Twist and Shou t that 
sends them careening around their little 
cell-like room in wild abandon. It says 
more than any amount of dialogue could 
about the pent· up fru strations of being 
young and stuck behind bars. 

Then there's the soundtrack by Mont
real country rockers, Three O 'Clock 
Train. These' songs, some of which were 
written expressly fo r the film by singer/ 
gu itarist Malcolm Mackenzie Jr., and 
o thers which have al ready appeared on 
the band's first two records, comple· 
ment perfectly the mm's landscape of 
broken homes, loneliness, teenage reo 
bellion. and broken-down relationships. 
From the opening credits where the title 
song accompanies the camera down 
Montreal 's St. Catherine St., Three 
O'Clock Train 's music is given a promi
nent place in the movie. Almost inevita
bly, if there 's a scene w ith no dialogue. 
Mackenzie's plaintive voice can be heard 
singing songs that echo the undercur· 
rents on the screen. 

The music 's hard edge is entirely ap-
propriate. Train of Dreams is a tough 
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movie about a tough subject: juvenile 
delinquency. What's great about this 
fUm is that it avoids the traditional pit· 
falls offUms on this topic. It neither takes 
the typical - benevolent social worker 
perspective (i.e. "We have to take pity 
on these kids because they've been 
screwed by the system") nor the 
exploitative teen rebel movie approach. 
The main reason Train of Dreams suc· 
ceeds in capturing the rough texture of 
the lifestyle of these kids on the wrong 
side of the law (with neither condescen
sion nor sensationalism) is because real 
teenagers rather than professional actors 
are used. This realism is heightened by 
the absence of a formal script. These 
amateurs are given a situation and they 
improvise lines as the scene develops. 
The teenagers in Train of Dreams 
(most of whom were picked from audi
tions of regular high school students) 
manage to accurately convey the social 
milieu the fUm makers are trying to re
create and, at the same time, cook up a 
rich variety of personalities out of the 
sparse materials at hand. 

From Smith and Walker's The Mas
culine Mystique to Walker 's 90 Days 
right up to Sitting in Limbo, these al
ternative dramas really stand or fallon 
the casting of the leads. One of the 
reasons The Masculine Mystique was 
so hard to sit through was because we 
just weren't captivated by the per
sonalities of the NFB producers in the 
lead roles. And Sitting in Limbo 
worked in large part due to the intense 
performances of the lively Pat Dillon and 
the brooding Fabian Gibbs (whose very 
good performance was often down· 
played by critics more taken by the 
hyper and more appealing Dillon). Jason 
St. Amour is this year's discovery. 

As Tony, who is doing time in the cor· 
rectional centre for breaking and enter-
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ing and armed robbery, St. Amour 
exhibits a charisma that virtually grabs. 
the viewer by the collar and demands 
that you pay attention. He's perfect as 
the prankster who can't keep a straight 
face , as the street-corner punk looking 
to kick someone's head in, and as the 
trapped inmate who's under intense 
physical and emotional pressure from all 
sides. Throughout, St. Amour makes you 
feel like you know the hell Tony's going 
through even though he never verbally 
articulates it. 

The other standout performance is 
playwright Fred Ward as the correc
tional centre teacher with the thankless 
task of trying to help these delinquents 
deal with the mess they've got them
selves into. It's a key role since the devel · 
opment of the relationship between this 
tough but understanding teacher and 
Tony is really at the core of the fUm. And 
Ward pulls off this difficult task without 
letting this part of the story degenerate 
into the cliches it skirts (you know, 
"good teacher saves troubled kid"). 

Of course, credit has to go to the fUm 's 
right-on casting decisions but there's 
also no denying that director Smith must 
be doing something right to be able to 
consistently elicit these powerful per
formances from non-actors who don't 
even have a formal script to work with. 
The writers - Smith , associate producer 
Sally Bochner, and producer Sam Grana 
- seem to have successfully created a 
suitable skeleton of a scenario that al
lows the improvisation to fUl in the holes 
(if I correctly understand how these al· 
ternative dramas are constructed). The 
writers come up with the raw material
like the situation - and then the amateur 
actors use this as the malleable back
ground to come up with the ,improvised 
narrative. 

Train of Dreams works because it 

• 
deals with a social/political issue like 
juvenile delinquency that would have 
been handled traditionally by NFB 
documentaries and it uses an entertain
ing format that combines the narrative 
pleasures of fiction with the down-to
earth realism of documentary. 

It's a fUm that would be enjoyed by a 
fairly wide audience but the problem the 
Board faces is how to convince average 
Canadian moviegoers - especially young 
ones - to plunk down six bucks to see an 
NFB movie. A first start is the unpre
cedented step (for the NFB) of releasing 
a rock video to hype the movie. It's a 
MlV/MuchMusic formula video with 
clips of Three O'Clock Train playing 
Train of Dreams in the studio which is 
intercut with scenes from the movie. 

One problem audiences might have 
with the film is its slow, somewhat anec
dotal pacing. The story, which is told 
through flashbacks while Tony is doing 
time at the correctional centre, shares 
the low-key style of all these alternative 
dramas. 

One criticism that falls squarely on the 
shoulders of the writers is the fUm 's con
clusion, which seems like a forced happy 
ending, where suddenly Tony starts be
having like a responsible citizen and his 
previously troubled home life is magi
cally transformed into one happy family. 
The strength of the fUm up to that point 
has been in portraying, with believable 
gritty realism, the incredibly messed-up 
life Tony is stuck in the middle of. The 
optimism of the last scenes just doesn't 
make sense within the fUm's terms. It's 
hard to forget teacher Ward's comment 
that Tony can do what he wants since 
"It 's almost a free country." 

Which is not to say that the tone of the 
movie is totally bleak throughout. The 
fUm paints a grim picture of the lot of 
people like Tony but there's still a glim
mer of hope that is captured in the fUm's 
change of title from the original pes
simistic phrase, In: the System, to the 
Tree O'Clock Train-inspired Train of 
Dreams. The tune Train of Dreams is a 
really good song about that perennial 
rock theme of being on your own against 
the world. But at least you 've got your 
dreams. 

"He's riding on the train/Train of 
pride/Train of heartaches/Train of 
nvisted self-esteem . .You're riding on 
the train of dreams." 

Brendan Kelly • 
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